Viscoelasticity of single cells-from subcellular to cellular level.
This review deals with insights into complex cellular structures and processes obtained by measuring viscoelastic impedances of the cell envelope and the cytoplasm by colloidal bead microrheometry. I first introduce a mechanical cell model that allows us to understand their unique ability of mechanical self-stabilization by actin microtubule crosstalk. In the second part, I show how cell movements can be driven by pulsatile or propagating solitary actin gelatin waves (SAGW) that are generated on nascent adhesion domains by logistically controlled membrane recruitment of functional proteins by electrostatic-hydrophobic forces. The global polarization of cell migration is guided by actin-microtubule crosstalk that is mediated by the Ca++ and strain-sensitive supramolecular scaffolding protein IQGAP. In the third part, I introduce the traction force microscopy as a tool to measure the forces between somatic cells and the tissue ´Here I show, how absolute values of viscoelastic impedances of the composite cell envelope can be obtained by deformation field mapping techniques. In the fourth part, it is shown how the dynamic mechanical properties of the active viscoplastic cytoplasmic space can be evaluated using colloidal beads as phantom endosomes. Separate measurements of velocity distributions of directed and random motions of phantom endosomes, yield local values of transport forces, viscosities and life times of directed motion along microtubules. The last part deals with biomimetic experiments allowing us to quantitatively evaluate the mechanical properties of passive and active actin networks on the basis of the percolation theory of gelation.